ORDER

In continuation of Sanction order No 23011/79/2017-PMA dated 21.09.2017 regarding the deputation/Visit of 06 Officers to Budapest (Hungary) for attending ATA-SCA16EFFTFC01, Executive Forum on Foreign Terrorist Fighters Consultation to be commenced at International Law enforcement Academy (ILEA), in Budapest Hungary from 2nd October to 6th October, 2017 (excluding journey time.), it is informed that Reserve officer Shri Anand Swaroop, IPS, IG, ITBP is upgraded as detailed Officer for participating in ATA in Budapest (Hungary) in place of Shri Binod Kumar Singh, IG, UP. Rest content of ibid mentioned order will remain unchanged.

(Raman Kumar)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tel: 011-23094009

To,

2. DGs –BSF & SSB, ITBP
3. AFA-I, MHA, North Block, New Delhi
4. Director (CE), Central Europe Division, MEA, J L Bhawan, New Delhi– for information.
5. Director (AMS), MEA, South Block, New Delhi- for information.
6. Embassy of India, Budapest (Hungary) -for information and necessary action
7. SO (IT), MHA- with request to upload on MHA website
8. Guard File